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Letter from  
our President 
and CEO 
Around the world and across all our businesses, 
TransUnion connects people with the information and 
insights necessary to make decisions with confidence. 
In today’s global environment, people increasingly 
transact with those they do not know and who do not 
know them — making trust between consumers and 
businesses vital. As a global information and insights 
company, we make trust possible by providing an 
accurate and comprehensive picture of each person 
and stewarding it with care. With each consumer 
reliably and safely represented in the marketplace, 
people can access more opportunities and pursue their 
dreams. We call this Information for Good®.

Sustainability is an integral part of our mission to use 
Information for Good, and in 2020 – a challenging year 
for everyone – we found ourselves reminded of and 
recommitted to the importance of taking care of each 
other inside and outside of the workplace.

Global challenges and opportunities

From a global pandemic to the fight for racial equality, 
the challenges we faced in 2020 were monumental. 
As the COVID-19 crisis took hold, our people adapted 
to many changes. In the span of a few days, we 
seamlessly transitioned to a virtual work environment. 
While the pandemic brought challenges — from health 
issues to balancing care-giving, to feelings of stress 
and isolation — we did our best to support our people 
around the world. We provided our associates extra 
resources and health benefits, and our teams came 
together in new ways to support one another. 

Our associates have remained focused on 
supporting consumers and customers, providing 
solutions and insights to quickly and creatively 
address the impacts of COVID-19. Together, we 
leveraged AI technology to streamline medical 
research, created new risk solutions that took 
COVID relief into account, and authored monthly 
Consumer Hardship Reports to deliver new 
insights to both customers and policymakers 
about the financial impact of the pandemic on 
consumers. In the U.S., we expanded our free 
credit reports from an annual to weekly offering. 
I’m proud of what we achieved for our people and 
all our stakeholders during this significant time. 

TransUnion responded to a second inflection point 
in the summer of 2020 and took action to create a 
more equitable world. We signed the CEO Action 
on Diversity & InclusionTM pledge, named our first 
Chief Talent and Diversity Officer, launched a 
Racial Equity Task Force, conducted new diversity 
trainings, hosted associate-led conversations on 
race, and more. We also launched a gift matching 
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program focused on racial justice, which resulted in 
nearly $500,000 in corporate and associate giving to 
non-profits focused on this vital issue. 

I am more proud than ever of the people I am 
privileged to lead.

Evolving our sustainability reporting

We launched our Sustainability Office in 2019 to 
accelerate our focus on our Environmental, Social 
and Governance (“ESG”) programming and to 
position TransUnion at the vanguard of the information 
technology sector. Expanding our Sustainability Office 
has been a top priority for TransUnion over the past 
two years, and I am pleased to report our efforts are 
driving demonstrable progress. Key among our 2020 
accomplishments was aligning our environmental, 
social and governance reporting with key performance 
indicators that underscore our sustainability progress.
We also adopted metrics based on the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (“UNSDGs”), 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (“SASB”), 
and Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”)  
reporting methodologies. 

In this report, we outline TransUnion’s business 
and sustainability program. We then explain the 
methodology we used to determine materiality, and 

our prioritization of ESG issues. Next, we detail 
our management of ESG issues in three chapters: 
Security, Governance and Compliance; People, 
Social Innovation and Communities; and Climate 
Change and Environmental Footprint. For details 
regarding our performance and applicable 
sustainability metrics, please see the appendix  
at the end of this report.  

Next steps

We are proud to share the progress we have made 
on ESG matters, and we will continue to evolve our 
efforts. In 2021, we will further to refine our focus 
on ESG and will provide increased transparency 
regarding diversity and inclusion, climate change 
and the environment, information security, privacy, 
and lobbying and political contributions. While we 
are doing our part to create a better future and a 
more fair society, we recognize this important work 
is just beginning.   

Sincerely,

 

Chris Cartwright  
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Trended credit data looks at activity over a period of time to highlight consumers demonstrating increasingly positive performance on their recent credit 
obligations. Alternative data supplements an individual’s credit file with non-traditional payment information, such as rental, phone or utility data. For more 
information on trended and alternative data, see our social innovation and data chapter. 

Adjusted Revenue ($ in millions) FY 2020 Gross Adjusted Revenue

FY 2015

$1,507
$1,705

$1,934

$2,345
$2,662

$2,717

FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020

Our Business 
TransUnion is a leading global information and insights 
company that makes trust possible between businesses 
and consumers, working to ensure that each person is 
reliably and safely represented in the marketplace.

Grounded in our legacy as a credit reporting agency, 
we steward a robust and accurate database of 
information for a large portion of the adult population 
in the markets we serve. Because of our work, 
organizations can better understand consumers – 
facilitating more informed business decisions – and 
earn their trust through great, personalized experiences. 
In turn, we believe consumers can be confident that 
their data identities will result in the opportunities  
they deserve.

We provide consumer reports, actionable insights 
and analytics, such as credit and other scores, and 
technology solutions to businesses. Businesses embed 
our solutions into their process workflows to acquire new 
customers, assess consumer ability to pay for services, 
identify cross-selling opportunities, measure and 
manage debt portfolio risk, collect debt, verify consumer 
identities, and investigate potential fraud. Consumers 
use our solutions to monitor their credit profiles, access 
analytical tools that help them understand and manage 
their personal information, and take precautions against 
identity theft.

Over 166 million people in the United States have 
taken advantage of free access to their credit 
information through TransUnion and our partners.

166 Million

TransUnion has used alternative data and trended  
credit data to help over 60 million credit-invisible or 
credit-disadvantaged people gain greater access to 
credit, by supplementing traditional credit information 
with new insights that reflect broader payment behaviors.

60 Million

TransUnion’s alternative data covers more than  
3 billion non-traditional data records representing  
more than 260 million Americans.

3 Billion

We have a presence in more than 30 countries 
and territories, including in the U.S., Canada, Latin 
America, the U.K., Africa, Asia Pacific and India. 

30+ Countries

U.S. Markets

Consumer Interactive

International21% 

61% 

18% 

+13% 5-yr 

CAGR
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Sustainability  
Program  
Overview 
Sustainability program

Our sustainability journey began in earnest in 2019, when 
we launched our global Sustainability Office. We have 
spent the past two years pressing ahead with urgency 
across all of our ESG programming. In doing so, we 
more than doubled the size of the team executing on 
our sustainability initiatives and began partnering with 
relevant internal and external stakeholders to refine our 
efforts and maximize our impact. 

We believe our responsibility to the world does not 
stop at connecting information, consumers and 
customers. We conceptualize the key components 
of our sustainability work as occurring across three 
dimensions: strategy, programming and reporting.    

Strategy 

Given how interwoven our operations are with 
global consumer credit markets, TransUnion is in a 
unique position to leverage our expertise to promote 

Sustainability focus areas

Security, Governance  
and Compliance

TransUnion maintains robust security, compliance, and governance programs that uphold 
the evolving global, legal and regulatory requirements of our industry, as well as our own 
high standards. In particular, we focus on protecting the privacy, integrity and security of 
information under our stewardship.

People, Social Innovation 
and Communities

We value our people and communities, and work diligently to provide expanded opportu-
nities in and outside the workplace. TransUnion provides a welcoming, diverse, inclusive, 
and growth-oriented work environment that enables all our people to reach their full 
potential. We also strive to expand economic inclusion for all communities, providing the 
foundation for enhanced quality of life.

Climate Change and  
Environmental Footprint

We are focused on reducing our environmental footprint and energy and resource use. 
These efforts lower our operational costs and climate change impacts.

sustainable practices across jurisdictions and 
markets, fostering business practices that will drive 
environmental and social benefits. Our sustainability 
strategy is multidimensional. We seek to accelerate 
positive ESG changes through our business operations, 
the management of our workforce, our risk management 
practices, and our burgeoning focus on operational 
sustainability.  

Programming 

Our sustainability programming intentionally addresses 
the ESG risks and opportunities most salient for 
information technology companies like TransUnion. 
Our programmatic efforts naturally place a premium 
on our workforce, consumer protection, external 
impacts, and the overall resilience of our operations. 
Our programming also helps internal stakeholders 
understand evolving ESG expectations and practices. 

To support our programming, we maintain six associates 
dedicated to our sustainability operations and collaborate 
with many more associates throughout the company. 

Reporting

In our 2020 Sustainability Report, we took significant 
steps forward in adopting a data-driven, transparent 
approach to sustainability reporting, but we recognize 
there is still more work to do. In the future, we will 
continue to expand our ESG programming and 
disclosures to provide metric-driven transparency 
regarding our efforts.
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Sustainability oversight 

At the highest level, our Board of Directors oversees 
TransUnion’s sustainability work through its 
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee. 
The Committee meets at least quarterly to evaluate 
our strategic direction, our responsiveness to 
emerging ESG issues, and our progress against 
stated objectives. At the management level, the 
Sustainability Steering Committee, comprised of 
members of TransUnion’s Executive Leadership 
team, provides direction to the Sustainability Office 
concerning strategy and execution of our enterprise 

Sustainability-aligned leadership  
and compensation

TransUnion’s senior leadership is prioritizing sustainability 
across our business operations. Beginning in 2021, 
we will incorporate a diversity-focused compensation 
modifier into our annual incentive plan. The Board of 
Director’s Compensation Committee will evaluate the 
Company’s performance and apply the modifier to the 

Board of Director’s Nominating and 
Corporate Governance Committee

Sustainability  
Steering  

Committee 

Gender Equity 
Steering  

Committee

Racial Equity  
Task Force

ESG programming. The Sustainability Steering 
Committee also oversees subcommittees focused on 
specific sustainability issues.

TransUnion’s Sustainability Steering Committee currently 
governs two sub-committees: the Gender Equity Steering 
Committee – led by the Company’s Chief Financial 
Officer and Chief Legal Officer – which focuses on 
advancing TransUnion’s global gender parity goal for 
roles at the VP level and above; and the Racial Equity 
Task Force – led by several members of the Company’s 
Executive Leadership team – which advances fairness 
and racial justice inside and outside of TransUnion.

individual objectives portion of each Executive Officer’s 
incentive award. The modifier will reduce the executive’s 
individual objectives performance achievement as a 
percent of target by 100 percentage points should the 
Company not increase the year-over-year representation 
of underrepresented minorities in Director and above 
positions within the United States, and increase the year-
over-year representation of females at the Vice President 
level or above globally.
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Ethical Behavior 
and Compliance 

Training

Resource  
Use

Carbon  
Emissions

Diversity and 
Inclusion

Employee 
Satisfaction

Transparency

Volunteering

Data Sourcing

Financial  
Literacy

Fraud Risks Regulatory 
Compliance

Financial  
Product 
Safety

Consumer 
Privacy

Data 
Security

Customer/Consumer 
Engagement Product 

Innovation

Determining ESG  
Materiality    
TransUnion regularly collects feedback from internal and external stakeholders 
to determine our ESG priorities. To ascertain the ESG issues most material to the 
company for 2020 strategy planning and programming, we reviewed feedback 
from consumers, associates, regulators, customers and shareholders. In addition, 
we evaluated our 2019 ESG Materiality Assessment, SASB reporting standards, 
ESG rating agencies’ reports, and industry disclosure practices. 

In 2020, we proactively engaged with our largest shareholders, who collectively 
identified information security and privacy as their top ESG-related priorities 
for TransUnion. In 2021, we will refresh our 2019 ESG materiality assessment 
to continue to develop programming that is responsive to the fluid and quickly 
evolving sustainability landscape. 

TransUnion’s Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Impacts

GovernanceSocialEnvironmental

Issue Categories
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Security,  
Governance and  
Compliance  
Corporate governance

TransUnion’s Executive Leadership sets an ethical 
tone from the top, and maintains rigorous governance 
practices to meet and exceed the highest ethical and 
legal standards in the jurisdictions where we operate. 

Corporate governance enhancements 
 
During the 2020 annual meeting of shareholders, 
TransUnion’s shareholders approved a number of 
corporate governance enhancements:

• Approved phased declassification of the Board 
of Directors so that each director will be elected 
to a one-year term at the 2022 annual meeting of 
shareholders

• Eliminated supermajority provisions for approval of 
certain items in TransUnion’s Charter and Bylaws 

• Removed corporate opportunity waiver provisions 
from TransUnion’s Charter so that directors and 
officers are now required to disclose relevant 
business opportunities to TransUnion, and are 
prohibited from pursuing such opportunities unless 
the Company decides not to do so 

Board committees

TransUnion’s Board of Directors guides our 
management on behalf of our shareholders. Our 
Board members bring a diverse skillset, including 
experience pertaining to: corporate governance; 
finance and accounting; cybersecurity, information 
security, technology and privacy; risk management; 
organizational transformation; global business 
management; and industry expertise. Each Committee 
of TransUnion’s Board of Directors focuses on distinct 
areas of oversight. As mentioned above, the Board’s 

 → Reviews the soundness of our system of internal 
controls regarding finance, accounting and 
information security compliance

 → Ensures the quality and integrity of financial 
statements and reporting

 → Monitors compliance with TransUnion policies 
(e.g., Code of Conduct, Related Persons 
Transactions Policy) and legal and regulatory 
requirements

Audit and Compliance Committee

 → Establishes and reviews the company’s overall 
compensation philosophy

 → Reviews and approves executive officer and  
non-management director compensation 

 → Reviews incentive and equity-based  
compensation plans

Compensation Committee

 → Oversees sustainability strategy and  
performance, in addition to public policy and 
philanthropy practices

 → Identifies qualified board member candidates 

 → Develops recommendations for committee 
participation and leadership

 → Oversees board member and management 
performance evaluations

Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee

 → Assesses the risks to the company’s technology 
and innovation strategy and approach 

 → Monitors the quality and effectiveness of 
information security-related risks, including the 
results of audits regarding information technology 
and information-security issues 

 → Monitors compliance with global data privacy,  
and security regulations and requirements 
applicable to the data we receive, including 
information on consumers

Technology, Privacy and Cybersecurity Committee
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Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee 
provides oversight and guidance regarding the 
company’s ESG and sustainability strategy, goals and 
programming. Our Board committee charters can be 
accessed here.

Board performance

Our Board members maintain regular attendance 
at meetings and provide meaningful oversight of 
TransUnion’s operations. 

Each of our Board members brings vital expertise and 
skills to TransUnion. With the exception of our CEO, 
all our Board members are independent according to 
NYSE standards.

Board diversity 

TransUnion benefits from having diverse representation 
on its Board of Directors, enabling it to better understand 
its various stakeholders. Currently, 4 out of 10 of our 
directors identify with some form of diverse gender, 
ethnic or racial group.

Business ethics 

Our business ethics program permeates all of our 
lines of business, corporate functions and operational 
groups. Our culture emphasizes legal and regulatory 
compliance, issue identification and escalation, and 
remediation. We recognize that adherence to law 
and diligently accounting for the expectations of all 
our stakeholders undergirds our business strategy. 
Ensuring the reliability of our business and reducing 
reputational and other risk – across all dimensions – 
requires a steadfast commitment to ethical behavior.

TransUnion articulates our enterprise commitment 
to business ethics in our Code of Business Conduct 
and related policies, all of which are available in the 
appendix of this report. Our culture places a premium 
on using good judgment, highlighting potential 
areas of concern to management, and treating all 
TransUnion’s stakeholders in a transparent and fair 
manner. To accomplish this, we regularly discuss 
our corporate values, our focus on ethical behavior, 
and what it means to use Information for Good. More 
concretely, our employees receive regular training in 
business ethics and must attest to following our  

Board TransUnion’s Board of  
Directors Performance

Board 
independence 

90% of Board members are 
independent 

Average Director 
age*

59.5 years 

Board member 
attendance 

Board members attended 75% 
or more board and committee 
meetings in 2020

Board tenure 
average** 4.6 years 

*Average is based on the age of each director as of December 31, 2020.

**Represents independent directors. One of our directors recently joined 
TransUnion’s Board in September 2020.

What we look like today:

Gender, ethnic or 
racially diverse 
Directors

Non-diverse 
Directors

Female Directors

Male Directors

Ethnic or racially 
diverse Directors

Non-diverse 
Directors

60% 

40%

80% 

20%

80% 

20%

Independent 
Directors

Executive 
Directors

90% 

10%
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Code of Business Conduct and policies in the course 
of their work.

Issue reporting processes

TransUnion associates may report potential ethical 
or compliance issues through a variety of channels. 
They may report concerns directly to their manager, 
a Code of Business Conduct Officer, or to any 
member of the legal, compliance or human resources 
teams. TransUnion also maintains an ethics hotline 
for associates, affiliated partners and the general 
public to report in a secure and anonymous manner 
any suspected illegal, unethical or unsafe business 
conduct. Once an individual reports a concern 

through the hotline, the complaint is forwarded to the 
appropriate internal executive to review and address. 
Regardless of the method used, associates who report 
an issue are protected from retaliation in any form.

Risk management

TransUnion maintains policies and controls to identify, 
assess, and mitigate risk. TransUnion’s Chief Risk and 
Compliance Officer manages the everyday operations 
of the risk management and compliance programs. All 
these efforts are overseen by our Global Chief Legal 
Officer in conjunction with executive leadership.

Risk management framework 

TransUnion’s risk management framework establishes the processes through which it reduces risk. 

Risk review and escalation 

When risks arise, we maintain a process in place 
to escalate and address the issues across multiple 
disciplines. Our Enterprise Risk Management 
Committee (“ERMC”) sets TransUnion’s risk strategy 
and helps prioritize risk management activities across 
the company. 

The ERMC reviews the broader risk environment and 
provides direction to mitigate, to an acceptable level, 
the risks that may adversely affect TransUnion’s ability to 
achieve our goals. The ERMC also reviews and approves 
our enterprise policies in risk-related areas, such as 
privacy and cybersecurity. The ERMC is comprised of 
the Chief Executive Officer and all his direct reports,  
plus the Chief Information Security Officer.

Directing Organizing Managing Monitoring Reporting

The company’s 
risk policies and 
procedures serve to 
set the boundaries 
for taking risk.

The risk model serves 
to organize risk and 
develop our risk 
management strategy 
and approach.

TransUnion manages 
risk by implementing 
and reviewing 
controls, in addition 
to conducting 
incident analysis. 

TransUnion affirms 
adequate risk 
management 
protocols are in 
place by conducting 
testing, compliance 
reviews and audits.  

To enable 
management 
oversight, the 
program reports 
key risk themes, 
performance metrics, 
and policy adherence  
information.
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Information security 

The security and protection of consumer information 
is the highest priority for TransUnion. We proactively 
manage our information security and cybersecurity 
programs to ensure we are continuously investing in 
improvements necessary to securing our data. Our 
Global Information Security Department is responsible 
for developing, implementing and maintaining 
a comprehensive information security program 
consistent with TransUnion’s size and complexity. 
We employ multiple, overlapping layers of security 
controls to reduce risk and eliminate single points-
of-failure. Our program focuses on risk identification, 
and fostering resiliency, all in furtherance of protecting 
TransUnion, our assets, customers and consumers.

Risk management programs

TransUnion is committed to aligning with industry-leading 
cyber risk management best practices and complying 
with all legal and regulatory requirements. As a global 
information company, we are subject to differing national 
and regional data security requirements.

To ensure compliance with these requirements, 
TransUnion conducts regular cybersecurity-related 
audits and assessments. We also conduct independent 
security audits and assessments at least annually. 
Our Information Security Department undergoes 

SSAE 18 SOC II Type II, HITRUST, EHNAC, Payment 
Card Industry, and NIST 800-53 Revision 4 audits. 
Additionally, TransUnion conducts NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework assessments to continually monitor our 
practices. Our governance, risk and compliance 
programs align their methodologies with the risk 
management hierarchy defined in NIST SP 800-39 in 
order to facilitate uniform communication, reporting and 
treatment of information technology risks. 

Our information security program is overseen by our 
Global Chief Information Security Officer (“CISO”), 
who reports directly to our Chief Information and 
Technology Officer and indirectly to our Chief Legal 
Officer. The CISO also has a direct reporting line to 
the Technology, Privacy and Cybersecurity Committee 
of TransUnion’s Board of Directors and provides an 
update to the Committee at least once per quarter. On 
a monthly basis, the CISO reports to the ERMC, which 
is the ultimate management governance mechanism 
for information security-related risk decisions. 

Cyber threat and intelligence

Our Cyber Threat and Intelligence function tracks 
and catalogues potential information security-related 
events. Within our 24/7/365 Security Operations Center, 
TransUnion associates monitor for any attempts to 
access our systems or data. We deploy industry-leading 
security solutions to manage the vulnerability and 

Board of Directors

Board  
Level  

Committee

Management 
Working 
Groups

Executive 
Committee

Executive 
Committee

Business Unit Risk  
& Compliance

Audit & Compliance 
Committee

Privacy 
Office

Technology, Privacy 
& Cybersecurity 

Committee

Third-Party Risk 
Management

Enterprise Risk Management 
Committee (ERMC)

Nominating & Corporate 
Governance Committee

Cybersecurity 
Council

Global Technology  
Risk Management

Compensation 
Committee

Operational  
Risk
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threat environment affecting our businesses across the 
globe. Internal and external vulnerability management 
solutions are used to monitor our networks, including 
our connections with customers and partners. Our 
applications and networks undergo internal and external, 
third-party penetration tests on an annual basis, or more 
frequently as needed based on the threat environment.

TransUnion participates in the Financial Information 
Sharing and Analysis Council (“FS-ISAC”) where 
companies – including other U.S. nationwide consumer 
credit reporting companies – share information 
regarding cyber threats, attacks and solutions to 
understand the evolving threat environment.  

We regularly test, update and revise our incident response 
plans based on the behavior of threat actors attempting to 
access our computer systems, software, networks, data 
and other technology assets on a daily basis.

Training and security awareness

Associates are our first line of information security 
defense — which is why we invest in educating our 
teams around the world. We require all associates 
to complete annual information security trainings. 
We conduct various additional information security 
awareness education through a number of channels 
throughout the year, including web-based training, 
phishing exercises, tabletop exercises and ongoing 
email communications. 

Physical and personal security

Physical security is a crucial component of information 
security. TransUnion employs stringent physical security 
controls limiting access to our facilities, including 
biometric and badge access, and security guards at 
external entry points. In addition, we employ automated 
mechanisms to recognize potential intrusions and 
initiate designated response actions. 

Third-party risk management

As part of doing business, we regularly work with third-
party companies. Our Third-Party Risk Management 
(“TPRM”) program sets forth requirements and 
guidelines for our vendors, suppliers and partners. 
As part of our TPRM program, TransUnion uses the 
Enterprise Security Ratings Platform which gathers 
terabytes of data from security sensors around the 

world and provides insights concerning potential 
risks emanating from infected machines, improper 
configuration, poor security hygiene, and harmful user 
behavior. Each third-party company receives a security 
rating based on the severity, frequency and duration of 
security incidents. When third parties do not meet our 
standards, we terminate our relationships with them 
and look for new partners that meet our security and 
stewardship requirements. 

Data privacy 

Responsible data stewardship is fundamental to our 
work developing meaningful solutions that expand 
consumer financial empowerment. We have developed, 
and continue to augment, a comprehensive, global 
program to protect consumers’ information and our 
data assets. All associates are required to complete 
an annual privacy training that covers with leading 
privacy regulations, including but not limited to, the 
California Consumer Privacy Act and the General 
Data Protection Regulation. Beyond these trainings, 
our program is circumscribed by our Global Privacy 
Policy and procedures to ensure product development 
appropriately accounts for consumers’ evolving  
privacy expectations.

Privacy governance

The Chief Privacy Officer develops and maintains 
TransUnion’s privacy strategy and our global privacy 
program to ensure compliance with ever-changing 
global privacy laws and regulations. Our Enterprise 
Risk Management Committee (“ERMC”) assesses 
our privacy strategy and certain data use decisions. 
This management body facilitates the enterprise-
wide incorporation of privacy best practices relevant 
to commercial opportunities and ensures we are 
proactively managing privacy risks globally. We have 
a layered privacy governance structure to ensure 
compliance with our Information for Good mission.  

The Technology, Privacy and Cybersecurity Committee 
(“TPCC”) of our Board of Directors, oversees our data 
privacy practices and receives quarterly updates from 
the Chief Privacy Officer regarding recent privacy-
related decisions made by the Privacy Office and 
the ERMC, as well as trends relevant to privacy risk 
management more generally.
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Enterprise Risk Management Committee

Privacy Office

Privacy Office escalates 
high-risk privacy-related 
issues to the ERMC

ERMC makes 
final privacy 
determinations

Chief Privacy Officer 
updates TPCC on a 

quarterly basis

Privacy champions 
identify privacy-related 
issues within their 
respective business units

Privacy Champions

Technology, Privacy and Cybersecurity 
Committee of the Board of Directors

Privacy reviews

TransUnion regularly conducts privacy-focused 
assessments of our products and processing activities 
for compliance with privacy regulations and alignment 
with consumer expectations. Our assessments 
consider the nature of the data use, transparency 
of the use and notice made available to consumers, 
along with information security, individuals’ legal 
rights and expectations, and any relevant data quality 
considerations. TransUnion works extensively across 
industry and trade groups, as well as with regulators 
and customers, in an effort to ensure a high level  
of product compliance with privacy standards.  
We also incorporate the views of individuals via 
consumer research.  

TransUnion has a thorough diligence process for 
mergers and acquisitions, and considers information 
security and privacy risk when evaluating every 
potential transaction. TransUnion reviews a potential 
acquisition’s privacy program maturity and its 
compliance with privacy regulations on a global basis, 
while also looking at the fairness and transparency of  
its data use, and how those uses benefit individuals. 

Consumer considerations 

Our data governance policies and procedures help 
us gather the accurate raw materials needed to 

create products that correctly reflect consumer data 
identities. Our product development process — for 
new and amended products — ensures the consumer 
perspective is appropriately considered as we  
design solutions. 

We also regularly conduct privacy-focused 
assessments of our products to confirm compliance 
with privacy regulations, and to consider the fairness of 
the data use, transparency of the use, and sufficiency 
of disclosures provided to consumers. For consumer 
report products, we also connect with consumers 
though the Fair Credit Reporting Act dispute process  
to understand and address any concerns consumers 
may have regarding the information contained in  
their reports.

We regularly survey consumer sentiment and 
perspectives and incorporate that feedback across our 
operations. We seek to understand how consumers are 
managing their credit and credit information, and what 
more they need to maximize their financial opportunities. 
We work with consumers to help them track credit 
behavior and improve their performance through easy-
to-use, consumer-friendly tools. All of these product 
offerings are inherently symbiotic: Consumers can 
connect with TransUnion to tell us what they need 
to accomplish their financial objectives, and we in 
turn incorporate those perspectives into our product 
development processes.
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People, Social  
Innovation and  
Communities 

People

Our passionate, highly trained associates bring their 
experiences, perspectives, and creativity to our teams 
around the world. Behind TransUnion’s information and 
insights are approximately 8,200 knowledgeable and 
passionate associates in dozens of countries. Just over 
half our associates are located in the United States. 

We support our associates by providing competitive 
benefits, meaningful work and programs that enable all 
our people to develop and enhance their skills. We want 
to make sure that everyone has the opportunity to thrive 
at TransUnion; because of this, we have processes and 
resources in place to help our employees grow. While we 
provide annual performance appraisals, our philosophy 
is centered on meaningful, flexible goals and ongoing, 
helpful feedback from both managers and peers across 
the organization. 

In 2020, it took more reflection and listening to 
understand what our people needed most, but we took 
on that challenge and met our associates where they 
were. We transitioned to a remote work environment 
while introducing additional benefits and new Diversity, 
Equity & Inclusion programming. Throughout this report, 
we share many other examples of how we worked 
collaboratively to ensure our associates felt heard  
and supported, and remained connected during  
a difficult year.

Awards & recognition

Our workplace culture and collective efforts 
contributed to our 2020 awards and recognitions.

Best Places to Work for LGBTQ 
Equality 2020 – HRC Corporate 

Equality Index

Recognized for three employer 
excellence awards 

100 Best Adoption-Friendly Workplaces 
of 2020 by the Dave Thomas 

Foundation for Adoption

50 Best Workplaces for Women in 
India in 2020 by the Great Place to 

Work® Institute (GCC)

India’s 25 Best Workplaces in IT 
and IT-BPM 2020 by Great Place to 

Work® Institute (GCC)

Great Workplace 2020 by the Great 
Place to Work® Institute (Mumbai)

100 Best Places to Work in 
Chicago 2020 by Built in 

Chicago

India’s 100 Best Companies 
to Work for 2020 by the Great 

Place to Work® Institute 

INDIA
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Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 

At TransUnion, we believe our collective differences 
make us stronger, more innovative, empathetic and 
successful. At a time when social and racial issues 
are firmly at the global forefront, we stand united and 
are committed to helping create a truly equitable 
environment for all. In 2020, TransUnion undertook a 
number of important actions to support the inclusion 
and advancement of all people, including: 

• Appointed our first Chief Talent and Diversity Officer. 

• Signed the CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion pledge.

• Introduced CEO listening sessions, as well as 
associate-led conversations on race — which 
included members of Executive Leadership.

• Provided diversity and inclusion training for our 
leaders and managers, including concepts of 
unconscious bias, and held meaningful discussions 
on race and other differences. Diversity, Equity & 
Inclusion needs vary across the globe, so we offer 
a wide range of training, programming and events 
that address these unique differences. In 2021, we 
will expand our Diversity, Equity & Inclusion training 
to all levels of associates.

• Established a special associate gift-matching 
program, which when combined with additional 
corporate giving, donated nearly $500,000 to non-
profits focused on achieving racial justice.

• Offered a number of programs, including flexible 
work arrangements, paid parental leave, and 
numerous other benefits that enabled parents to 
continue to further their careers while meeting the 
demands they face in their personal lives. 

• Signed The Chicago Network’s Equity Pledge as a 
founding member, in which we committed to strive 
for gender equity in leadership positions by 2030.

For additional detail regarding our Diversity, Equity 
& Inclusion efforts, please explore our 2020 Diversity 
Report.

Diversity strategy 

We maintain a diversity strategy to reach each 
underrepresented group through our recruiting and 
development programs, and by creating workspaces 
that foster equitable growth. In 2020, TransUnion 
created a new role within our Talent Acquisition group 
to help refine our diversity and inclusion recruitment 
strategy, drive accountability throughout our hiring 
practices, and maintain oversight of the diversity 
recruitment program. Below, we have outlined new 
processes and programming which we will continue to 
expand over time.

In September 2020, we continued to build on our efforts 
with select Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
(HBCUs), and Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs), 
facilitating a series of recruiting events and workshops.
In just a few months, TransUnion participated in 11 

Hire Develop Promote

• Expand diverse talent pool 
through focus on diversity 
recruitment efforts and targeted 
sourcing methods 

• Develop external partnerships 
to expand the reach of our talent 
brand

• Continue to evolve inclusive 
benefit programs globally

• Execute onboarding process 
emphasizing inclusive work culture

• Reach out proactively to 
underrepresented associates for 
continuous feedback 

• Deepen support for managers to 
ensure they have the tools and 
training to build inclusive teams

• Cultivate diverse internal talent 
through development plans and 
customized programming for 
underrepresented groups

• Assess promotion process to 
ensure growth opportunities

• Review development 
opportunities to ensure fair 
associate experiences and 
promote expanded promotion 
and salary advancement 
opportunities
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of these events, and we look forward to continued 
engagement and growth in coming years. We maintain 
tailored engagements to address the specific needs and 
opportunities that exist for each underrepresented group. 

Measuring progress

We are determined to continue our efforts to create 
a more inclusive workplace every year. To hold 
ourselves accountable, we assess our progress 
against our two commitments below. Our focus in 2020 
was to identify where strengths and opportunities for 
improvement existed within our Talent Acquisition 
lifecycle — which we used to establish new Diversity, 
Equity & Inclusion processes and programming. 

The graphs below show TU’s progress from 2019 
to 2020 in representation at the management 
and leadership level; year-over-year increase of 
underrepresented groups in management remains 
unchanged while female representation in leadership 
increased by 3 percentage points.

Our underrepresented groups at all levels of 
management remained steady at 10%. In the 
upcoming race and ethnicity representation section, 
we provide a more detailed breakdown by job level. 
We saw progress starting at the Director level, upon 
which we will continue to expand.

The graphs show TransUnion’s current target population percent, which is the subject of the commitment. TransUnion reports racial/ethnic diversity 
performance using only U.S. demographic information and excludes any associates who did not disclose (11%). Gender data is based on the global 
workforce, which is consistent with our Equal Employment Opportunity (“EEO”) reporting, and excludes associates who do not have a binary gender 
on record (1%). Throughout our report, we reaffirm our commitment to global diversity in general and to all U.S. underrepresented groups in particular. 
Our current diversity commitment related to underrepresented groups focuses on the U.S. Black and Hispanic populations because we believe we 
have the greatest opportunity for improvement in these categories. We continue to look at additional commitments and further opportunities to advance 
diversity. For more information on our associate demographics, please refer to our SASB index.

10%

Year-over-year increase of underrepresented  
groups at all levels of management (U.S.)

Global gender parity for VP+ roles by 2030

10%

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion commitments

27%
30%

3 Percentage 
Point Increase

2019 2020
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Current global gender representation overview  

We are committed to reaching gender parity in senior leadership by 2030. The chart below reflects TransUnion’s 
female representation at each professional level.

We are proud of our commitment to developing women leaders and strive to become the employer of choice for 
women globally. We continue to support our emerging female leaders with development opportunities and through 
our strong network of Women @ TU chapters.  

In 2020, we updated our U.S. practices to allow associates expanded options for disclosing sexual orientation and 
gender identity. We will build on these practices to reach our larger associate population over time.

Women by level 2019 2020

Senior Leaders 27% 30%

Directors 34% 33%

Managers 36% 35%

Admin. and Professionals 44% 43%

Current US race & ethnicity representation overview 

Our diversity demographics reporting is consistent with EEO guidelines and limits our race and ethnicity disclosure 
to the United States. We are committed to year-over-year increase of underrepresented groups at all levels of 
management. 

The chart below illustrates our progress across all underrepresented groups by level. We recognize work remains to 
continue to create opportunities across all levels of management.

Underrepresented group  
by level 2019 2020

Senior Leaders 9% 9%

Directors 8% 10%

Managers 11% 11%

Admin. and Professionals 21% 21%

We define our “senior leaders” as VP and above roles; “directors” encompass Director, Sr. Director, Principal, Sr. Principal and Sales VP level roles; “managers” are 
defined as Manager, Sr. Manager, Sales Manager, Advisor and Sr. Advisor level roles; and “admin & professionals” make up the rest of our associate population. 
The race/ethnicity diversity data only includes employees located in the United States, while the gender data represents TransUnion’s global workforce. Our 
underrepresented group metrics encompass our U.S. Black and Hispanic population.
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Senior Leaders Directors

Below is a percentage breakdown of our 2020 U.S. workforce by role and corresponding race/ethnicity demographics.  

75% 

5%

14%

5%

2%

U.S. Race/Ethnicity

People who identify as White

People who identify as other categories

People who identify as Asian

People who identify as Black

People who identify as Hispanic

Managers

70% 

5%

17%
5%

3%

We define our “senior leaders” as VP and above roles; “directors” encompass Director, Sr. Director, Principal, Sr. Principal and Sales VP level roles; “managers” are 
defined as Manager, Sr. Manager, Sales Manager, Advisor and Sr. Advisor level roles; and “admin & professionals” make up the rest of our associate population. The 
race/ethnicity diversity data only includes employees located in the United States, while the gender data represents TransUnion’s global workforce. 

‘Other’ encompasses the following associate demographics: American Indian or Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islanders, and Two or More Races.

79% 

7%

10%
3%

2%

Equity focused task forces 

We continue to work toward improving  
representation and opportunities across all 
underrepresented groups. To help focus our efforts, 
we formed two working groups dedicated to creating 
meaningful progress towards gender and racial 
equity, respectively.  

Our Gender Equity Steering Committee – co-led by 
our Chief Financial Officer and Chief Legal Officer – is 
driving our work to achieve gender parity at the VP 
and above levels by 2030. To commence this work, 
over the past year, we launched a women’s leadership 
and mentorship program, conducted benchmarking 
assessments of current gender distribution across 

TransUnion’s operations, and expanded programming 
to address the unique challenges women face in 
growing their careers, especially in light of COVID-19.  

We also launched our Racial Equity Task Force 
to promote racial equality within and outside of 
TransUnion. This effort, led by the President of 
our Consumer Interactive Business, is focused on 
expanding development opportunities, aligning our 
philanthropic program with renewed commitments to 
racial equality, and reviewing how we develop data 
solutions. With respect to the last workstream, we are re-
examining the use of data in our analytics and solutions 
to ensure all uses are consistent with our values and 
goal of financial inclusion in the economies we serve.

Admin. & Professionals

53% 

24%

11%

10%
2%
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Associate networking resource groups 

Our Associate Networking Resource Groups (“NRGs”) 
help foster understanding between different cultures, 
ethnicities, races, gender identities, sexualities and 
ideas so we can create the best TransUnion possible. 
Across TransUnion globally, we maintain 10 NRGs 
for our associates, including the Diversity & Inclusion 
Forum, African-Diaspora Alliance, Pan-Asian Connect, 
FUTURO (Hispanic group), Green @ TU (Environmental 
group), TuneUp (Upcoming Professionals), Peace of 
Mind, Pride @ TU (LGBTQ+ group), Veterans Alliance, 
and Women @ TU. To learn more about our NRGs, 
review our 2020 Diversity Report.  

Benefits 
Beyond the support we continue to give associates 
during the pandemic, we are committed to providing a 
well-rounded Total Rewards package that takes care 
of associates and their loved ones. Our associates can 
access financial planning, and medical and personal 
support through our Associate Assistance program. 

We provide many benefits to associates globally. 
Benefits vary to meet diverse needs and legal 
requirements in different jurisdictions, and include:

Benefit Program Description

Health & Wellness

• Comprehensive healthcare for associates, their spouses/domestic partners, and families
• Access to virtual physical and mental health medical professionals, in addition to in-person options
• Coverage for gender confirmation treatments and procedures 
• Pet insurance
• Dependent Care FSA associate match* 

Compensation 

• Retirement contributions, including 401(k) associate matching in the U.S.
• Life insurance and survivor support 
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Transit Reimbursement Program** 
• Perks Discount Program** 
• Fair and competitive market offers, independent of candidate’s compensation history***

Family

• Paid leave for new parents 
• Support for family planning, including adoption assistance and infertility coverage
• Flexible and remote work arrangements 
• Care@Work program for additional support taking care of loved ones**

Education • Tuition reimbursement 
• Broad range of learning and development resources

Time Off
• Flexible Time Off for salaried associates 
• Paid Time Off for hourly associates 
• Volunteer Day Off

*Benefit provided to U.S. associates making $100K or less annually. 

**Benefits limited or not provided outside the U.S. 

***To ensure we provide fair and competitive market offers, we shifted our focus from requesting candidate compensation history to candidate compensation expectations. 
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COVID-19 corporate response

During this unprecedented time, it was important for us to ensure we appropriately supported all our associates.  
Some of the extra steps we took to support our associates included:

Mental health 
support

• Facilitated group mental health sessions, led by a mental health 
professional 

• Increased the number of mental health counselors in the U.K. to provide 
advice, guidance and support to any colleague facing a mental health issue 

• Offered ‘Turning Stress into Resilience’ seminars for all associates

• Led full week health and wellness events in many different regions

• Conducted ‘Introduction to Mental Health,’ as well as Parenting and 
Wellness seminars

• Provided additional days off to help associates rest

Remote  
working support

• Shifted almost instantly to remote, work-from-home status for all 
associates whose roles could be performed remotely 

• Created effective and engaging, virtual onboarding programs for our 
associates

• Supplied additional work-from-home equipment  

• Hosted a wide variety of virtual activities, such as fitness classes and 
meditations, recipe contests, talent competition, coffee conversations,  
DJ-led online music sessions, and events for children of TransUnion 
associates

Hardship support 
and community 
care

• Offered job search seminars for loved ones laid off as a result of the 
pandemic

• Expanded caregiver support for associates balancing family and work

• Established a community fund for associates to donate and assist their 
fellow colleagues negatively impacted by COVID-19

• Donated PPE equipment to frontline healthcare workers in different parts 
of the world

Customer support
• Introduced COVID-19 Playbook and speaker series covering consumer 

financial hardship, account management best practices webinar, digital and 
fraud treatment strategies, among others
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Training Description Target  
Population

Leading with Purpose During COVID-19, this training helped provide our leaders the tools they 
needed to show up for their teams. Leadership

Change and Belonging
Leaders explored how human behavior can be leveraged to create positive 
energy and interdependence among our associates, resolve conflicts, 
structure groups for teamwork, and increase change agility.

Leadership

Authentic Leadership Leaders participate in an immersive, 360º experience to understand their 
leadership style, strengths and growth areas.* Leadership

Managing for Success This six-module program equips new frontline managers with the essentials 
they need to flourish in their new role while guiding their teams to success. Managers

Career Coaching Associates have a career coach at their disposal to help them navigate their 
career trajectory inside and outside of TransUnion. All Associates

Career & Associate 
Learning Webinars

Associates can refine their skills by attending webinar sessions that help 
further develop or introduce new skills needed to take the next step in career 
development.

All Associates

LinkedIn Learning Associates can take virtual courses from leaders in the field to learn new 
skills and insights. All Associates

Getting Comfortable 
Talking About Difference

Designed to give leaders the tools to have meaningful discussions on 
difference and/or race with their teams, as regionally relevant.

Leadership & 
Managers

McKinsey’s Black 
Leadership Academy 

Black leaders at TransUnion have participated in the Black Leadership 
Academy, offered by McKinsey & Company to equip these leaders with the 
core leadership, management, and functional capabilities needed to achieve 
their professional aspirations.

Black Leadership 
& Managers

Gender Equity 
Leadership Program 

The Gender Equity Steering Committee invites high-potential women and 
non-binary Directors and Managers to participate in a year-long career 
development program. Program will launch in 2021.

Leadership & 
Managers

Inclusion: Owning the  
Associate Experience 

Introduces Managers to concepts of unconscious bias and inclusive 
behaviors to help them work through team dynamics and scenarios.

Leadership & 
Managers

Anti-Discrimination and  
Harassment Training

TransUnion is required by law to provide anti-harassment training to 
associates located (or who manage associates) in California, Connecticut, 
Illinois and New York. Training educates associates on TransUnion's policies 
and state/federal laws on anti-harassment, including how to identify and 
prevent harassment, discrimination and retaliation in the workplace.

Associates who 
live or manage 
associates that 
live in: CA, CT, IL, 
NY**

Training and development

In 2020, associates were eligible to participate in 13 career development programs, equating to an average of 1.2 
days of training per associate and over 76,000 hours of training across the enterprise. Below, is an overview of our 
extensive training and development opportunities for our associates. 
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Social innovation and data

TransUnion lives its promise of Information for Good 
every day through a broad range of products, projects, 
and partnerships dedicated to helping society address 
social issues through information and insights.  
Included among them are: 

Alternative and trended credit data

Our alternative data and trended credit data assets help 
create a more complete picture of consumers whose 
credit risk can be difficult to accurately assess using 
only traditional methods. This helps these consumers 
gain access to the opportunities and financial products 
they seek. Alternative data supplements the picture 
of an individual’s credit risk with non-traditional 
information, such as utility or rental payment data. 
Similarly, trended credit data looks at activity over a 
recent period of time to show that while someone may 
appear risky, they actually demonstrate increasingly 
positive performance on their credit obligations.

Social determinants of health

TransUnion partners with Socially Determined, 

Training Description Target  
Population

Cloud Certification 
Programs

Associates can become certified by major cloud providers. Global Technology 
Associates

Linux Academy learning 
Portal

Online learning platform offering cloud courses, labs and sandboxes to build 
associates’ cloud skills and prepare them for cloud certification exams.

Global Technology 
Associates

Cloud Training & 
Certification Webinars / 
Forums

Webinars focused on skillset development and introduction of learning tools 
and resources inform associates what is available to them to help ensure a 
successful cloud learning and certification journey.

Global Technology 
Associates

a healthcare technology company focused on 
leveraging social determinants of health information. 
This information combined with clinical and claims 
data provides stakeholders in the healthcare 
ecosystem with social risk intelligence concerning 
the individuals and communities they serve. In turn, 
organizations can use this intelligence to improve the 
health and well-being of people at scale. We know 
socioeconomic factors — such as housing instability/
homelessness, food insecurity, lack of transportation, 
low education, interpersonal violence, social isolation, 
and unemployment and financial stress — account 
for more than 80% of an individual’s health outcomes, 
and improving the ability of healthcare organizations to 
better target their services provides better outcomes 
for millions of Americans.

Fraud prevention

Our digital identity proofing and fraud prevention 
solutions help businesses quickly verify a consumer’s 
identity to prevent identity theft and reduce friction in 
the loan origination or credit application process. This 
helps consumers keep their financial history and status 
intact and enables businesses to mitigate losses. 

In addition to the resources offered above, a number of regions offer special, additional leadership and 
development opportunities to associates. Associates are also required to complete an array of additional training 
modules that address legal requirements and best practices. In total, we offer over 19,000 training modules 
focused on substantive education and policy explanations. 

*Authentic Leadership program paused for new participants in 2020; to resume in 2021. 

 **Anti-Discrimination and Harassment Training program will be expanded to associates in other regions throughout 2021.
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Community Outreach Data 2019 2020

Total corporate giving (USD)* Approximately $1.5M Approximately $2M

Associate time volunteered (hours)  14,200 6,240**

*Includes corporate gift matching. 

**While COVID-19 affected the ability to volunteer in person, our people stepped up and increased financial giving.

AI technology and medical research

TransUnion fielded a global team of data scientists to 
participate in the Kaggle’s COVID-19 Open Research 
Dataset Challenge (CORD-19) hackathon. The team 
applied natural language processing techniques to 
the growing volumes of COVID-19 medical literature 
— aiming to equip the medical community with rapid 
answers to urgent questions.

Consumer financial hardship studies

TransUnion conducted and shares monthly studies 
detailing the financial impact COVID-19 had on 
consumers by demographic segments. Policymakers 
and customers used the studies to better understand 
individuals’ challenges and identify segments of the 
population that are struggling.

Communities 

We are committed to increasing opportunities for people 
around the world, especially in communities traditionally 
underserved by the financial system. One way we do 
this is by offering free credit reports to all consumers 
in the United States — more than 166 million people 
have used these resources to date. We also support our 
communities through charitable giving and volunteering.

GoodWorks, volunteering and philanthropy 

TransUnion’s GoodWorks@TU program creates stronger 
communities. Our teams organize group volunteer 
efforts and many of our associates commit their 
personal time to a variety of endeavors. TransUnion 
donated approximately $2 million in 2020, including 
corporate giving to our non-profit partners and matching 
gift contributions.

We provide U.S.-based associates with a day each year 
to donate time outside the office to a cause that matters 
to them. We also offer a matching gift program for 
anyone who chooses to make financial contributions to 
their selected causes. We will match up to $2,000 (per 
year for each associate) in support of donations made 
to 501(c)(3) organizations. Some of our international 
teams also offer similar benefits.

COVID-19 limited our ability to volunteer this year, 
but associates still logged approximately 6,200 hours 
in their local communities. They also stepped up 
significantly to provide financial help. In 2020, we 
matched $597,170 in associate non-profit donations 
through TransUnion’s matching gift program — nearly 
a 40% increase over the same period last year — 
including a special match program supporting racial 
justice causes.
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Strategic social partnerships 

We maintain a number of strategic partnerships with non-profit organizations, purpose-driven businesses,  
and governmental institutions to expand opportunities for people inside and outside TransUnion. 

Partnerships 

 → Disability:IN

 → National Women’s Law Center  

 → Association of Latino Professionals for America

 → Genesys Works

 → Reaching out MBA

 → EvolveHer

 → Human Rights Campaign

 → Lumity

 → FinLocker 

 → National Black MBA Association

 → The Mom Project

 → Team Rubicon

 → Hiring our Heroes  → The Chicago Network

 → McKinsey’s Black Leadership Academy

 → RIP Medical

 → US Veteran Affairs 

 → National Society of Black Engineers

 → Boston Builds Credit

 → National Association of Asian American 
Professionals

 → Executive Women’s Forum on Information 
Security, Risk Management & Privacy

 → Illinois Legal Aid Online

 → My Block, My Hood, My City

 → Women in Computer Science

 → Credit Builders Alliance

 → Covenant House Pennsylvania
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Real estate efficiency

While we continue to grow and expand, we believe 
productivity and achievement are not contingent on 
having associates work in an office environment. In 
2020, we reduced our office footprint by permanently 
closing 26 TransUnion facilities, with affected teams and 
operations transitioning to other nearby offices or virtual 
locations. TransUnion is continuing to assess how and 
where location efficiencies can be gained across the 30 
countries where we have a physical presence.

Further, our UK headquarters received an 
Environmental Management ISO 14001 certification in 
2019. We intend to seek similar certifications for our 
other facilities around the world. 

Waste management

TransUnion maintains a waste management program 
to re-use electronics and reduce all waste. In 2020, 
our Chicago headquarters office waste and recycling 
decreased notably, as our associates primarily worked 
from home due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our Chicago headquarters office waste was 80.2 tons in 
2020 compared to 96.2 tons in 2019, representing a 17% 
overall reduction*. Our electronics waste management 
program provided numerous environmental impact 
benefits, including: 58,197 pounds of solid waste 
diverted from the landfill; 499,829 kWh of energy saved; 
15,510 pounds of hazardous waste saved from entering 
the environment; and over 20.4 tons of greenhouse gas 
emissions saved. 

Climate 
Change  and 
Environmental  
Footprint  

Climate change and energy use

At TransUnion, we know responsible stewardship of 
our data centers and office spaces will allow us to 
accelerate our goals regarding reduced environmental 
impacts and energy use. We have already consolidated 
our data centers to reduce our energy use, and the 
next phase of our data management plans includes 
migrating significant amounts of data to cloud providers. 
Moving to the cloud will help us better innovate and 
reduce our impact on the environment. 

In addition, TransUnion reduced its energy use during 
COVID-19 through a variety of efficiency measures.  
With nearly all associates working remotely, we were 
able to significantly reduce our energy consumption.  
Since February 2020, as our associates primarily 
worked from home, our Chicago headquarters 
consumed 65% less electricity than the prior year.  
We will continue focusing on such reductions once  
our associates begin returning to work in our  
office environments.

*The Chicago office waste metrics exclude cardboard due to the lack of available data.
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2021 Forward  
Looking Statement 
We made significant strides toward advancing sustainability at TransUnion throughout 2020. We still have 
much work to do. In 2021, we will continue our work in four key areas: associate and vendor relations, climate 
change and our environmental footprint, lobbying and political contributions, and data security and privacy. 
TransUnion’s sustainability journey continues through 2021 and beyond — to transform risk into opportunity 
and create positive change through our business, people and actions. 
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Appendix  
SASB

This report marks the first year TransUnion has reported in alignment with the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB) standards — with the purpose of providing material environmental, social and governance information to 
our stakeholders. The information below provides content aligned with the Professional & Commercial Services SASB 
standard. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data disclosed covers the global organization and full calendar year 
through Dec. 31, 2020. While we have not captured all metrics in this report, we will continue to assess and expand our 
disclosures as our reporting practices evolve over time.

Topic Accounting Metric 2020 2019 Code

Data  
Security

Percentage of breaches involving 
personally identifiable information

Except as a matter of public record, TransUnion 
does not disclose this information. SV-PS-230a.1

Number of users affected by 
breach SV-PS-230a.2

Description of approach to identifying and addressing data security risks, including use 
of third-party cybersecurity standards

SV-PS-230a.3

TransUnion’s Global Information Security Department (GISD) is overseen by our Chief 
Information Security Officer and operates across all our business units and locations 
to reduce the impact and likelihood of potential malicious activity. Our information 
security program (which is fundamentally based on ISO\IEC 27001:2013) includes a 
global-level Information Security Department that develops the company’s security 
policies, standards, and procedures. This includes the implementation of, and measures 
to maintain, reasonable and appropriate administrative, technical, and physical security 
safeguards to: (a) ensure the security and confidentiality of non-public personal 
information that TransUnion receives and is obligated to maintain in confidence; (b) 
protect against anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of such non-
public personal information; and (c) protect against unauthorized access or use of such  
non-public personal information that could result in substantial harm or inconvenience  
to any consumer.

Table 1. Sustainability disclosure topics & accounting metrics
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Topic Accounting Metric 2020 2019 Code

Workforce 
Diversity & 
Engagement

Percentage of gender, racial/ethnic group representation for executive management 
and overall associate population.* SV-PS-330a.1

Women Sr. Leaders 30% 27%

Women 40% 41%

Black Sr. Leaders 3% 3%

Black 9% 9%

Hispanic Sr. Leaders 7% 6%

Hispanic 8% 8%

Asian Sr. Leaders 10% 9%

Asian 20% 20%

Other Sr. Leaders 2% 2%

Other 2% 2%

Voluntary and involuntary turnover rate for employees** SV-PS-330a.2

 Voluntary turnover rate 8.38% 12.90%

 Involuntary turnover rate 3.21% 4.40%

Associate engagement as a 
percentage*** N/A SV-PS-330a.3

*TransUnion reports racial/ethnic diversity performance using only U.S. demographic information and excludes any associates who did not disclose (11%). Gender 
data is based on the global workforce, which is consistent with our Equal Employment Opportunity (“EEO”) reporting, and excludes associates who do not have a 
binary gender on record (1%). “Sr. Leaders” includes anyone at a VP level and above. ‘Other’ encompasses the following associate demographics: American Indian  
or Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islanders, and Two or More Races.

**TransUnion uses global workforce information when reporting turnover rate. 

***During the 2018 – 2020 time period TransUnion conducted a number of pulse surveys to connect with associates on the issues most important to them, but has not 
conducted a comprehensive survey during this time. 
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Activity Metric 2020 2019 Code

Number of associates

SV-PS-000.A

Full-time associates 8,048 7,875

Part-time associates 75 70

Temporary associates 30 53

Topic Accounting Metric 2020 2019 Code

Business 
Ethics

Description of approach to ensuring professional integrity

SV-PS-510a.1

In support of our ethical business and compliance practices, we have a Code of 
Business Conduct that all associates accept when they join TransUnion and reaffirm 
on an annual basis. The Code addresses TransUnion’s guidance and expectations 
with respect to topics such as data privacy; anti-corruption; fair dealing; conflicts 
of interest; accuracy in communications and record-keeping; human and labor 
rights; diversity and inclusion; and community responsibility. It is publicly available 
for review at TransUnion.com/TRU. As part of our commitment to ethical behavior, 
we offer a number of ways for associates to report concerns, including violations of 
the Code or TransUnion policies. We maintain a 24x7 ethics hotline for associates, 
affiliated companies and the general public to report any suspected illegal, unethical 
or unsafe business conduct in a safe, secure, and anonymous manner. Additionally, 
associates may report any concerns directly to their manager, human resources 
representative, a member of the legal department, or a Code of Conduct Officer. 
They may also utilize TransUnion’s online “Speak Up” program.

Total amount of monetary losses 
as a result of legal proceedings 
associated with legal integrity 

$0 SV-PS-510a.2

*TransUnion has not paid out monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings associated with legal integrity; TransUnion does not include settlements within its 
definition of legal proceedings for SASB reporting purposes. 

*TransUnion uses global workforce information when reporting the activity metrics above. ‘Temporary associates’ reflects our intern population. We have excluded 
contract associate data under SV-PS-000.A and have not disclosed SV-PS-000.B as this data is not available at this time. 

Table 2. Activity metrics
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UN Sustainable Development Goals 

Sustainability Goal Progress 

Responsible Consumption & 
Production, UN SDG 12.5. By 
2030, substantially reduce waste 
generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse

Climate Action, UN SDG 13.3.  
Improve education, awareness-
raising and human and institutional 
capacity on climate change 
mitigation, adaptation, impact 
reduction and early warning
 

During 2020, TransUnion’s non-essential associates worked remotely during 
the majority of the year. The numerous changes 2020 brought postponed the 
efficiency initiatives we had planned. However, we continue to be committed 
to reducing our environmental impact through our operations. In 2020, we 
closed 26 offices, which reduced waste from office space. We have also made 
significant investments in migrating part of our data assets to the cloud, 
reducing our energy use and climate change impact. 

In 2021, we will be taking steps to track a broader set of environmental metrics 
for our global real estate portfolio, which will help us better understand key 
areas of impact and opportunities for optimization.

Read more on p. 27 of this report

Gender Equality, UN SDG 5.5.  
Ensure women’s full and effective  
participation and equal opportuni-
ties for leadership at all levels of  
decision-making in political,  
economic and public life

Reduced Inequalities, UN SDG 
10.4. Adopt policies, especially 
fiscal, wage and social protection 
policies, and progressively achieve 
greater equality
 

TransUnion is committed to advancing equity inside and outside of the 
company. In 2020, we made significant strides towards supporting 
underrepresented groups. Our actions included: 

• Appointing our first Chief Talent and Diversity Officer.

• Learning through our program “Getting Comfortable Talking about  
Race & Equity,” and a three-part series discussing race, bias and 
building inclusive teams.

• Requiring diverse slate of candidates for consideration for all director 
and above roles. 

• Establishing relationships and attending career fairs with new 
organizations to help increase diversity in our talent pipeline, including  
HBCUs, and HSIs. 

• Supporting our communities through significant charitable 
contributions. Our company and associates donated approximately 
$500,000 to non-profits supporting racial justice. 

Read more on p. 17 of this report 

Decent Work & Economic Growth,  
UN SDG 8.10. Strengthen the  
capacity of domestic financial  
institutions to encourage and 
expand access to banking, 
insurance and financial services 
for all
 

We champion credit solutions that promote and increase financial inclusion, 
specifically we support financial inclusion and opportunity by: 

• Enabling access to free weekly credit reports through April 2021 via 
annualcreditreport.com as part of our commitment to supporting all 
people in the U.S. through the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Offering educational resources on our website and social media, 
and consumer products (many of them free) to help people better 
understand, manage and protect their information. 

• Providing insights to governments on consumer hardship to help 
inform relief measures.

Read more on p. 24 of this report
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GRI Standards 

This report references the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards, or portions of the standards, as indicated 
below. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data disclosed covers the global organization and full calendar year  
through December 31, 2020.

General Disclosures 

Organizational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization Trans Union LLC

102-2 Activities, brands, products and 
services 10-K, pp. 6-7

102-3 Location headquarters Chicago, Illinois, United States

102-4 Location of operations
We have presence in more than 30 countries and territories that sup-
port our operations in the U.S., Canada, LATAM, the U.K., Africa, Asia 
Pacific and India. 

102-5 Ownership & legal form Investor-owned corporation NYSE:TRU

102-6 Markets served 10-K, p. 7

102-8 Information on associates 10-K, pp. 18-20

Ethics & Integrity

102-18 Governance structure Sustainability Report, pp. 10-15

102-20
Executive-level responsibility for  
economic, environmental, and social 
topics

Sustainability Report, p. 8

102-22 Composition of the highest governance 
body and its committees Proxy, pp. 25-28

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body Proxy, p. 13

102-24 Nominating and selecting the  
highest governance body Proxy, p. 27

102-30 Effectiveness of risk  
management processes Sustainability Report, pp. 12-14

Compensation

102-35 Remuneration policies Proxy 
Statement Proxy, pp. 45-47

102-36.A Process for determining remuneration Proxy, p. 45

102-38 Annual total compensation ratio Proxy, p. 71

Anti-Corruption

205-2 Communication and training about  
anti-corruption policies Code of Business Conduct

Occupational Health & Safety

403-9

Number of U.S. work-related injuries*
2020 2019

4 11

Rate of U.S. work-related injuries* 
(per 1 million hours worked) 0.52 1.48

*Our work-related injury counts and rates reflect U.S. metrics only and exclude third parties visiting our premises. The injury rates are based on: 1) actual hours worked 
by our hourly U.S. workforce and 2) estimated hours worked for our U.S. salaried workforce given the variations in schedules and our flexible time off work benefit.  
We will continue to assess and expand our disclosures as our reporting practices evolve over time.
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Policies 

TransUnion maintains numerous policies to align our programs and practices with ESG expectations  
and legal requirements, where applicable.

In addition, TransUnion requires all associates to annually attest to the following policies, including but not limited to: 
Conflicts of Interest Policy, Insider Trading Policy, and Anti-bribery Policy.

Global  
Information  
Security Policy

TransUnion maintains a Global Information Security Policy, which outlines the governance structure, 
processes, and precautions taken to keep data safe. Our policy outlines our expectations of associates and 
our information security strategy. Our policy is consistent with ISO/IEC 27001:2013 information technology 
standards. We require all associates to complete annual information security trainings and attest to our 
Information Security Policy.

Privacy Policy
TransUnion maintains a Global Privacy Policy that requires compliance with all applicable data privacy laws. 
To ensure consumer privacy, we also maintain processes and systems for the collection, use, disclosure, 
handling, storage, processing, access and security of personal information.

Code of Business  
Conduct 

Our Code of Business Conduct acts as the cornerstone for how we work and reflects our belief in doing 
business the right way. Our Code of Business Conduct outlines the behavior we expect from our employees 
as well as vendors and other third parties. All associates annually attest to the Code of Business Conduct.  

The Code of Business Conduct specifically prohibits: human and labor rights violations; discrimination; 
bribery, money laundering, and quid pro quo payments to government officials; anticompetitive behavior; 
and, self-dealing when a conflict of interest arises.

Human Rights and 
Labor Standards

At TransUnion, we seek to treat all individuals fairly and create an inclusive environment. Our policy and 
practices align with the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United Nations Global 
Compact, the International Labour Organization and all applicable laws.

Wellness, Health 
and Safety Policy

TransUnion supports a healthy and safe workplace for all associates. Our policy sets forth standards that 
support the long-term physical and mental well-being of all associates.

Environmental 
Policy

Our global Environmental Policy outlines TransUnion’s commitments and the main impact areas — reducing 
energy use in data centers and waste in our office spaces.

Risk Management 
Policy

TransUnion’s Enterprise Risk Management Policy is consistent with best practices and sets forth the risk 
management structure and definitions. In addition, the policy outlines mechanisms for oversight, monitoring 
and reporting. 

Whistleblower 
Policy

TransUnion’s Whistleblower Policy outlines the processes and protections to associates in calling out 
potential legal or ethical violations. 
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Footnotes: 
1. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data disclosed covers the global organization and full calendar year through Dec. 31, 

2020.  

2. The global associate population headcounts exclude contract associates.

3. TransUnion reports racial/ethnic diversity using only U.S. demographic information self-disclosed by our associates  
and excludes those who did not choose to self-disclose.

4. Definitions of race/ethnicity match the definition used by the EEOC. ‘Other’ race/ethnicity group comprises American Indian 
or Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islanders, and Two or More Races. 

5. Race and ethnicity (U.S.) disclosures: 11% of associates did not disclose race/ethnicity at the time of data-pull and have 
been excluded from the calculations and percentages shown. 

6. Throughout our report we reaffirm our commitment to global diversity in general and to all U.S. underrepresented groups in 
particular. Our current Diversity, Equity & Inclusion commitment related to underrepresented groups is focused on the U.S. 
Black and Hispanic population because we believe we have the greatest opportunity for improvement. We continue  
to evaluate additional commitments and opportunities to advance diversity. 

7. Gender data is based on the global workforce and excludes a small number of associates (1%) who do not have a binary 
gender on record. 

8. Interns (classified in this report as ‘temporary associates’) and TransUnion Board members are excluded from headcount 
percentage calculations.

9. ‘Senior leadership’ includes anyone at VP and above roles; ‘directors’ includes Director, Sr. Director, Principal, Sr. Principal 
and Sales VP level roles; “managers” includes Manager, Sr. Manager, Sales Manager, Advisor and Sr. Advisor level roles; 
and ‘admin & professionals’ make up the rest of our associate population.

ESG Metrics Appendix: 
 
We have provided TransUnion’s ESG metrics in an Excel workbook format, which can be accessed here. 
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